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Abstract—Cloud computing is being rapidly adopted by many

organizations from different domains and large amounts of

data is stored in the cloud. In order to ensure data security,

the attribute-based access control mechanism has been emerg-

ing recently as a fine-grained access control model that grants

access based on the data user’s attributes. In this model, the

data owner builds the access policy using the attributes of

the data users and access to the data is granted only if the

requirements of such an access policy are satisfied. Cipher-

text policy-based attribute-based encryption (CPABE) is one

of the most widely used methods for providing encrypted ac-

cess control. Complex, time consuming and costly paring op-

erations are the major issue with the CPABE method. Hence,

another efficient method is needed to reduce the data user’s

overhead while decrypting data. This paper presents an effi-

cient method consisting in outsourcing decryption operations

to a third-party server, so that complex operations may be

performed by that machine with only some simple calculations

left on the data user’s side. The concept of a hierarchical ac-

cess structure is also integrated with the traditional CPABE

technique. The hierarchical approach enables the data owner

to encrypt multiple data using a single common hierarchical

access structure. This allows the user to decrypt only the rel-

evant part of ciphertext, depending on which fragment of the

hierarchical access structure is satisfied. The paper evaluates

also the performance of the proposed model in terms of time

and storage cost.

Keywords—cloud computing, CPABE, hierarchical access struc-

ture.

1. Introduction

In order to maintain authenticity of the data stored on cloud

servers, it is necessary to apply appropriate security mecha-

nisms. The data must be accessible to authorized users

only and access must be denied to other parties. In tradi-

tional models, access permissions will be granted by the

server on which the data is stored. However, the server

itself is an untrusted entity and if it is compromised, the

data may be accessed by any unauthorized person. Also,

in this approach, the data owner is completely dependent

on a third-party server for enforcing the data access poli-

cies. Hence, another approach in which the data owner

is capable of controlling the access policies and deciding

who can access the data is required. The modern attribute-

based access control model provides access to data based

on considering attributes of the data users and allows data

owners to establish access policies by combining attributes

and specifying which data user is allowed to access specific

data.

Attribute-based encryption (ABE) is a scheme that of-

fers encrypted access control by considering the user’s

attributes [1]. The access policy is built using different

logic gates and data user’s attributes. The scheme provides

fine-grained access control and relies on a one-to-many

encryption mechanism. Two different categories of the

ABE scheme may be distinguished: ciphertext policy-based

attribute-based encryption (CPABE) [2] and key policy-

based attribute-based encryption (KPABE) [3]. In the case

of CPABE, the user’s attributes are bound with a private key

used for decryption and the access structure is associated

with the ciphertext. The ciphertext is decrypted only when

the attributes associated with the decryption key satisfy the

access structure. In the case of KPABE, the ciphertext is

combined with the attributes and the access structure is

integrated with the decryption key.

CPABE is the most widely adopted scheme providing ac-

cess control based on specific attributes. The traditional

CPABE scheme proposed in [2] includes a rather costly

decryption process. The degree of complexity is increased

with the complexity of the access policy. This is a signifi-

cant the drawback of the scheme, as the data user incurs

a lot of overhead. In order to deal with this issue, an

outsourcing mechanism is applied, allowing to hand over

the costly operations to a third-party server. This machine

generates a transformed ciphertext which can be further de-

crypted by the data user. While decrypting the transformed

ciphertext, the user has to apply simple computations and

this reduces the burden on the data user’s side. In the

traditional scheme, each message is encrypted separately,

using the relevant access structure, and the ciphertext is
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generated. Sometimes, the different access structures are

hierarchically related and that can be combined to form

one common access structure which, in turn, may be relied

upon to encrypt multiple pieces of data together, instead

of encrypting them separately. Hence, the time required

for encryption and the storage cost related to the generated

ciphertext will be reduced by applying such hierarchical

access structures.

In this paper, an efficient CPABE scheme that utilizes the

hierarchical access structure to encrypt data is proposed.

Hierarchical access structures are built by combining mul-

tiple hierarchically related access structures. This approach

helps to encrypt multiple pieces of data together, and gen-

erate a common ciphertext. If the access structure is sat-

isfied fully, then the entire ciphertext is decrypted. If only

a specific portion of the access structure is satisfied, then

only the relevant portion of the ciphertext is decrypted. All

major pairing operations are outsourced to an outsourcing

server. This third-party outsourcing server returns the par-

tially decrypted ciphertext to the data user. Then, the user

can apply simple computations and can retrieve the original

data. This scheme takes advantage of both the hierarchical

access structure and the outsourcing approach. The pro-

posed scheme is less costly in terms of storing the cipher-

text and less time-consuming when it comes to performing

the decryption process.

The remaining part of this paper is organized as follows.

Section 2 describes the existing attribute-based encryption

methods that rely on the outsourcing mechanism. Section 3

elaborates on the proposed outsourced decryption and hi-

erarchical access structure-based CPABE scheme. The ex-

perimental analysis is described in Section 4. Conclusions

are presented in Section 5.

2. Related Work

The complexity of the decryption operation in a traditional

attribute-based encryption scheme depends primarily on

how complex the access policy used for encryption is. The

size of the generated ciphertext is quite large as well, mean-

ing that the scheme requires more time for decryption. The

overhead is incurred by the data user intending to access

the encrypted data. An outsourcing-based ABE scheme is

proposed in [4], eliminating the overhead stemming from

decryption operations. In this scheme, the ABE ciphertext

is converted into an ElGamal style ciphertext by the cloud.

Then, the data user may transform this ElGamal style ci-

phertext to plaintext with less processing. The drawback

of such an approach is that the correctness of the trans-

formed ciphertext is not verified. It may be the case that

a malicious cloud node may perform an incorrect transfor-

mation and, hence, the data user will not receive correct

data. A scheme that performs an outsourced decryption

along with a verifiable transformation is proposed in [5].

The correctness of transformation is verified by comput-

ing the checksum, which is a combination of one random

message and the original message to be encrypted. This

checksum and the random message are added to the cipher-

text. The data user may verify correctness by computing the

checksum again. An efficient outsourced ABE scheme with

verifiability of transformation based on the key encapsula-

tion mechanism is proposed in [6]. Here, the data is en-

crypted using symmetric encryption and the ABE approach

is applied for encrypting the symmetric key. The hash

value of the key is computed and is concatenated with

ciphertext. The hash function is once again applied on

this concatenated message and this hash is used to check

whether the transformation has been performed correctly

or not. The first hash value is used to check the integrity

of the encryption key. The ABE scheme with outsourced

decryption and verification that is CPA- and RCCA-secure

is presented in [7]. This scheme utilizes a random value

to check whether the cloud node has performed partial de-

cryption correctly or not. The message and the random

value are encrypted together. The scheme requires fewer

computation resources and the ciphertext is small in size

as well.

The standard model for a CPABE scheme with verifiable

outsourced decryption and with a constant ciphertext length

is presented in [8]. In this scheme the size of the cipher-

text does not increase, despite the growing number of at-

tributes or the complexity of access structure. The costly

paring operations are outsourced to the cloud node and the

data user can recover the message by applying very simple

computations. The scheme proposed in [9] provides a fully

verifiable outsourced decryption facility. The different ac-

cess policies are designed for authorized and unauthorized

users. The MAC is integrated with the ciphertext to ensure

that the transformation performed by the cloud is correct.

The scheme first verifies the correctness of the transformed

ciphertext and then decrypts the ciphertext to obtain the

plain text.

A scheme that outsources both encryption and decryption

operations to a third-party untrusted server is proposed

in [10]. Here, the exponentiation modulo computations are

outsourced to a third-party encryption server, so that the

overhead of the data owner can be reduced. An efficient

method for generating the transformation key is proposed

as well. The scheme verifies the correctness of the trans-

formed messages and, hence, ensures their verifiability. An

ABE scheme that supports hidden access policies is pro-

posed in [11]. In this scheme, the attribute name is kept

public, whereas the attribute value is kept hidden, so that

privacy can be maintained. The scheme also outsources the

costly paring operations to cloud nodes and data users can

verify the calculations performed thereby.

An online-offline scheme for resource constrained devices

operating in the cloud environment is proposed in [12]. It

uses the Chameleon hash function to generate an immedi-

ate ciphertext and blind it with the offline ciphertext. In

order to eliminate the overhead of decryption without au-

thorization, a ciphertext test is performed before decryption.

A verifiable and multiple authority-based ABE scheme is

presented in [13]. In this scheme, the majority of encryp-

tion and decryption operations are transferred to fog de-
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vices. This will reduce the overhead on the part of the

data owner and user. The scheme also presents a veri-

fication method to check the computations performed by

fog devices. An efficient revocation method for users and

attributes is also implemented. A fully outsourced ABE

scheme is presented in [14]. The CPABE scheme is imple-

mented by outsourcing all major tasks, such as encryption,

decryption and key generation. In order to manage the ad-

ditional communication overhead, key generation and en-

cryption operations are performed offline. In [15], an effi-

cient CPABE scheme that supports outsourced encryption

and decryption is presented. The scheme utilizes the fog

computing environment to outsource complex encryption

and decryption operations. The fog nodes are responsible

for partially encrypting the message and partially decryp-

ting the ciphertext. The scheme also includes an efficient

attribute revocation mechanism.

In [16], the authors present two different CPABE schemes,

where the encryption and decryption operations are out-

sourced. In the first approach, the untrusted service pro-

vider performs the complex operations related to encryp-

tion and decryption. On the other hand, the other ap-

proach includes a key encapsulation mechanism, with the

encryption and decryption operations being outsourced to

a semi-trusted service provider. A traceable and outsourced

decryption-based ABE scheme is presented in [17]. The

scheme provides an outsourced decryption facility to re-

duce burden of the data user. A mechanism for updating

policies while encrypting data is also included. A trace-

ability feature is also incorporated in this scheme, so that

malicious users can be detected.

3. Proposed Work

The CPABE scheme that supports hierarchical access struc-

ture and outsourced decryption is presented in this paper.

The hierarchically related access structures are combined

together to form a common hierarchical access structure.

This feature will allow encrypting multiple messages using

one common hierarchical access structure. The major is-

sue associated with traditional CPABE schemes is that the

Fig. 1. System architecture.

decryption operation is very costly computationally. The

decryption of a CPABE ciphertext requires complex paring

operations and this incurs computational overhead for the

data user. Hence, an outsourcing mechanism is proposed

permitting to transfer complex operations to a third-party

server. This unit will generate a partially decrypted cipher-

text without understanding any details about the original

message. Therefore, privacy of the original message will

be preserved. This outsourcing concept will reduce the bur-

den of performing complex tasks on the data user’s side.

The model of the proposed scheme is presented in Fig. 1.

The data owner generates access policies for the files that

they want to store along with cloud storage. The access

policies are prepared by combining attributes and logic

gates. These decide who can access the data. A set of

attributes of those users who are going to access the data is

maintained and is based on the sensitivity of data. A tree-

based access structure is generated to represent these condi-

tions. Hierarchically related access structures are combined

and one hierarchical access structure is formed. The data

owner encrypts the data by using such a hierarchical access

structure. This allows the data owner to encrypt multiple

pieces of data together and generate a common ciphertext.

This will reduce the efforts related to encrypting multiple

pieces of data separately by using different access struc-

tures. This will reduce the encryption time and also the

storage cost required to store separate ciphertexts. As the

CPABE scheme is implemented, the access structure is in-

tegrated with the ciphertext and is then stored in the cloud.

Global parameters of the system needed for encryption are

issued by a trusted authority.

The cloud service provider is responsible for handling all

requests of the data owner for storing the encrypted data

in cloud storage and also deals with the users who are

requesting access to the encrypted data. The data user

must possess the necessary attributes to access the data

from cloud storage. The service provider will transfer the

ciphertext to the outsourcing server for partial decryption

upon receiving a request from the data user.

The outsourcing server generates the transformed ciphertext

if the attributes of data users satisfy the access structure.

The hierarchical access structure is applied while encrypt-

ing the data. Hence, decryption is performed based on how

big a portion of the access structure is satisfied. If the com-

plete access structure is satisfied, then the user is allowed to

access all of information. On the other hand, if only a spe-

cific portion of the access structure is satisfied, then only

the data associated with that portion are accessible. Thus,

the hierarchical access structure allows decrypting of all

data or of its relevant portion. The outsourcing server only

partially decrypts the data and generates the transformed

ciphertext. The transformation algorithm will be applied in

such a way that the outsourcing server cannot read or un-

derstand anything about the original data. The actual data

can be retrieved only by the data user, by performing nec-

essary computations over the transformed ciphertext. The

transformation key is given to the outsourcing server to per-

form the partial decryption step. The partially decrypted
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ciphertext is sent to the data user. Now, the data user can

decrypt it using the secret key and can recover the actual

data.

3.1. Proposed Scheme

The proposed model comprises different phases, such as

system setup, encryption, key generation, transformation

key generation, partial decryption and decryption. The tra-

ditional CPABE system [2] is relied upon to implement

these phases.

The system setup phase is responsible for generating the

public key (PK) and the master key (MK). The trusted au-

thority generates these keys by taking global system param-

eters as input. Let G be the bilinear group of prime order

p with generator g and there is a bilinear map as e : G×G.

Then, the two elements α and β are selected over Zp. PK

is computed as PK =
[

G0,g,g
β
,e(g,g)α]

. MK is computed

as MK = gα .

The hierarchical access structure A serves as the input for

encryption, in the form of access tree, as well as PK and the

messages to be encrypted {m1, . . . mn}. Multiple messages

are encrypted by applying the hierarchical access struc-

ture and the ciphertext is generated. The polynomial qnode
and threshold value k are associated with each node of

the access tree. In the access tree, the attributes are present

at leaf nodes and their threshold value is 1. The threshold

values for AND and OR gate are set to 2 and 1, respec-

tively. The degree of the polynomial associated with each

node is set to one less than the corresponding threshold

value.

Let us assume there are n messages to be encrypted and

m attributes. The secret value s for the root node of the

hierarchical access structure is selected randomly, such

that s ∈ Zp. Let si be the secret associated with the root

node of the access structure meant for message mi. The

ciphertext components for i-th message are computed as

CT ′
i = mi.e(g,g)αsi and CT ∗

i = hsi , where h = gβ .

In access tree the attributes are present at leaf nodes. For

k = 1, . . . ,m attributes and for each such node we compute

Ci,k = gqk(0) and C′
i,k = H

[

attribute(k)
]qk(0)

, where H is the

hash function.

Finally, the generated ciphertext is represented as:

CT =
{

A,{m1, . . . ,mn} ,

CT ′
i ,CT ∗

i ,Ci,k,C′
i,k ,

∀i ∈ (1,n) ,

∀k ∈ (1,m)
}

.

In the key generation phase, SK is sent to the user by tak-

ing MK and set of attributes A as input. Let there be m
attributes in set A = {a1,a2, . . . ,am}. The random element

x over Zp is selected and for each attribute a j, a random

element y j over Zp is also selected. The secret key com-

ponent is computed as SK ′ = (gα+x)
1
β . For each attribute

a j, S j = gx
.H (a j)

y j and S
′

j = gy j is computed. The secret

key is represented as SK =
{

SK′
,S j,S′j,∀ j ∈ (1,m)

}

.

Next, the transformation key (TK) is needed to support

the outsourced decryption. It is used by the outsourcing

server to partially decrypt the ciphertext. PK and SK are

taken as input and TK is generated as output by this phase.

The random element z over Zp is selected and for each

attribute a j random element y j over Zp is selected. Then,

D = (SK′)
1
z is computed and for each attribute a j, D j =

g
x
z
.H (a j)

y j
z and D′

j = g
y j
z .

The partial decryption phase takes the ciphertext (CT) and

TK as input and generates the partially decrypted cipher-

text CT ′′. Complex paring computations are performed in

this phase by the outsourcing server. Partial decryption is

performed only when the user’s attributes satisfy the neces-

sary access structure. If the access structure is not satisfied

by the user’s attributes, then the phase returns null. If the

access structure is satisfied, then this phase recovers value

e(g,g)
xsi
z for each message. The transformed ciphertext for

each ciphertext CTi is computed as CT ′′
i = (CT 1i, CT 2i).

Here, CT 1i = CT
′

i and

CT 2i =
e(CT ∗

i ,D)

e(g,g)
xsi
z

.

In decryption phase the transformed ciphertexts CT ′′
i , CT

and the TK are taken as input and the actual data is re-

covered. Now, for complete decryption, a simple operation

is required as:

mi =
CT 1i

(CT 2i)
z .

4. Performance Analysis

The proposed hierarchical access structure and the out-

sourced decryption-based CPABE scheme are implemented

using the Java JPBC library. Table 1 presents a comparison

of the proposed scheme and some existing solutions with

respect to the features adopted in each of the approaches.

As per this comparison, only the proposed scheme sup-

ports a hierarchical access structure and, hence, it is more

efficient in terms of encryption time and storage cost.

Table 1

Comparison of features

Scheme
Access Encryp- Outsourced Storage

structure tion time operation cost

[14]

LSSS Standard

Encryption,

Standard

key generation

and decryption

[10], [15], Encryption and

[16] decryption

Pro- Hierar-
Less Decryption Less

posed chical

Evaluation of the performance of the proposed scheme con-

sists in comparing it with schemes with and without out-

sourcing. The symmetric encryption technique is used to
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encrypt the messages and the key used for encryption is

encrypted using the proposed CPABE scheme. The data

owner generates different hierarchical access structures, as

required. These access structures are used to encrypt mul-

tiple files.

Various experiments are carried out by varying the number

of attributes and the time needed to encrypt and decrypt is

measured. Also, the number of messages to be encrypted

is varied and the performance is measured with respect to

time required for encryption and decryption. The hierarchi-

cal access structure eliminates the need for generating mul-

tiple ciphertexts and, hence, considerably improves storage

cost as well. Storage cost is also compared by varying the

number of messages.

Comparison of the decryption time needed by the proposed

scheme, the traditional CPABE approach and CPABE with

a hierarchical access structure, with a varying the number

of attributes, is carried out and is shown in Fig. 2. As

the proposed scheme outsources the decryption to a third-

party server, the time required by the user to recover the

original message is much shorter when compared with the

traditional system. Therefore, the computation overhead of

the data user is also reduced. The number of attributes is

varied from 2 to 20. It can be observed from the Fig. 2 that

the proposed scheme needs less time for decryption than

the two remaining methods, for any number of attributes.

Fig. 2. Comparison of decryption time with respect to the number

of attributes.

The encryption time required by the proposed method is

also analyzed by varying the number of attributes. Perfor-

mance is compared with the traditional CPABE approach

without a hierarchical access structure (Fig. 3). It can be

observed that the proposed method outperforms the other

approach. This is possible because one common hierarchi-

cal access structure is used to encrypt multiple messages,

instead of encrypting them separately.

Fig. 3. Comparison of encryption time with respect to the number

of attributes.

Fig. 4. Comparison of time required for decryption components

with respect to the number of attributes.

Fig. 5. Comparison of time required for private key generation

with respect to the number of attributes.
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In the proposed system, decryption is outsourced to an out-

sourcing server. The decryption process involves various

components, such as transformation key generation, par-

tial decryption and complete decryption. The comparison

of time required for all these components, by varying the

number of attributes, is shown in Fig. 4. It can be observed

that the time required for transformation key generation and

partial decryption is linearly dependent on the number of

attributes. The time needed for complete decryption is al-

most constant, as very simple computations are performed

by the data user for decrypting the partially decrypted ci-

phertext.

Figure 5 shows the comparison of time required for se-

cret key generation, with different numbers of attributes,

by the traditional approach and the proposed scheme. The

proposed scheme takes less time to complete the operation

compared with the traditional approach. The time required

by the proposed scheme increases at a slower rate, com-

pared to other methods.

Fig. 6. Comparison of storage cost required for ciphertext with

respect to the number of files.

The comparison of storage cost needed for storing cipher-

text by the proposed outsourcing model and the traditional

scheme, for a different number of files, is shown in Fig. 6.

Ten different files with size of 1 KB each are considered for

evaluating the performance. The storage cost of the pro-

posed scheme is significantly lower compared with other

methods.

5. Conclusion

The paper presents an attribute-based encryption method

that utilizes the hierarchical access structure and the out-

sourcing mechanism. In the proposed scheme, the common

hierarchical access structure is generated by combing hier-

archically related access structures. Hence, multiple data

can be encrypted with this common access structure and an

appropriate portion of data is decrypted by satisfying the

relevant portion of the access structure. This reduces the

encryption time and storage space required for ciphertext.

In order to deal with the complexity of the decryption op-

eration, the outsourced decryption mechanism is presented.

Here, the cloud server performs the partial decryption pro-

cess and generates some intermediate ciphertext. Further,

this transformed ciphertext is decrypted by the user com-

pletely. The outsourcing mechanism reduces the burden of

complex operation on the data user’s side and makes de-

cryption process more efficient. Thus, the proposed scheme

constitutes an efficient approach for implementing attribute-

based access control for cloud data. The proposed method

is efficient in terms of encryption time, decryption time and

storage cost when compared with the traditional approach.
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